Hepatology in India and INASL: A Ringside View
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A few months back the Editor-in-Chief of this journal asked me to write a contemporary piece on ‘the future of hepatology in India’. He said, ‘‘You have touched some of these issues as an outgoing president, just put it in writing’’. I was very reluctant to take up this task in the beginning. My lack of enthusiasm stemmed from two main reasons. Firstly, I was aware that three doyens of Hepatology in India namely Dr. Subrat K. Acharya, Dr. Yogesh K. Chawla and Dr. Shiv K. Sarin, (in alphabetical order), had delivered exquisite discourses on this issue some time back. And then, given my service background, I was insulated from the forces that have led to chaotic development of this specialty in India. But possibly what I did have was the best ringside view, to be able to introspect and comment on the development of Hepatology in India during the last few decades. In the Armed Forces, we often spend considerable time in planning and in trying to ensure careful execution of the agreed plan. I am still not clear if such an exercise was ever done in India for Hepatology. We are far from having a clear plan as to how many Hepatologists does our country need? How are we going to get so many doctors to specialize in Hepatology? If we do manage the required numbers, how would we employ them to have best results for our people?

Most leading hepatologists of India have said that the future of Hepatology in this country is very promising. There have been tremendous advances in the management of liver disease. Liver transplantation outcomes are as good as the best in the world.1 Research in India is now to be reckoned with. Publications by Indian investigators in peer-reviewed international journals, which were few and far between earlier, are now commonplace.2–19 Emphasis on Hepatology training is increasing and regular post-doctoral training courses (DM in Hepatology) are now runnning in at least two institutes and are likely to commence soon in two more. National task forces are studying Indian problems in details. There have been excellent studies in ‘community hepatology’ from West Bengal and Punjab.20–22 Exciting work on problems specifically important to India such as hepatitis E,5,23,24 vascular diseases of liver (Non-cirrhotic Portal Fibrosis,25–28 Extrahepatic Portal Venous Obstruction29–34 and Hepatic Venous Outflow Obstruction35–38), and parasitic hepatobiliary diseases39,40 is being published from India. Although the above facts are heartening, they hardly provide a holistic picture. While it is important to pat ourselves on the back, it is equally important to realize what is amiss. What follows is my perception and an elucidation from my ringside seat.

Way back, when I was a student of medicine in the early 1980s, I had heard that a department of Hepatology had been created in Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh, which was the only one of its kind in the whole country. Despite having illustrious teachers, no structured postgraduate courses could be started in this ‘National Centre of Excellence’ for Hepatology for nearly three decades. Thanks to the efforts of the present faculty, the first batch of DM (Hepatology) candidates has passed out in December 2010. I had the good fortune of being a part of this event but was disheartened to learn that external examiners did not appear very passionate to start a similar course in their respective institutions. Moreover, a few faculty members from a sister department of same institute did not appear convinced about the need of this course and asked me, ‘‘What is it that a hepatologist will do more than a gastroenterologist?’’ They thought so because a major part of DM (Gastroenterology) syllabus is liver disease. One of my colleagues tried to justify, ‘‘Hepatologists will have more in-depth knowledge about liver diseases and will possibly spend more time in community studies and molecular biology work. Then there is always liver transplantation to be dealt with’’. But question remained how much molecular biology work or even community research was being done in India? Recently, India did acquire a dedicated institute devoted to Hepatology but all the institutes running post-doctoral courses in Hepatology were still some time away from having a steady and robust liver transplantation programme!

Sibling rivalry between Hepatology and Gastroenterology in India is really very arduous. There is a joint annual meeting of ISG (i.e. Indian Society of Gastroenterology, an older and a bigger society) along with midterm meetings of INASL (Indian National Association for the Study of Liver) and SGEI (Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy of India). Midterm meetings of INASL and SGEI are sub-allotted last 2 days of the 4-day meeting. Almost the same persons are
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members of all three societies. And a constant grumble from INASL is that ISG has already discussed all interesting liver-related topics in first 2 days, making the scientific programme of INASL appear a bit lack-lustor. There have been several attempts to coordinate the scientific programme of ISG and INASL (Honorary Secretaries of two societies are often close friends) but ISG considers it their birthright to discuss all liver disease papers because Gastroenterology traditionally encompasses Hepatology in this country! All gastroenterologists in India continue to practice Hepatology and it remains to be seen if committed hepatologists (a new breed since 2011) will refrain from treating patients with luminal disease. The main reason for this confusion is that the primary aim of most specialists in India is to earn reasonable money in their practice. Pure Hepatology is being practiced only in teaching institutions. Faculty posts in such institutes in public sector are very few. Many faculty posts that exist are often not filled up due to various controversies, which include legal issues, lackadaisical approach of the institute’s management, reservations for underprivileged and backwards classes and in some cases political interference. Merit often does not ensure a faculty seat in public sector institutes, and therefore many meritorious hepatologists have to fend for themselves. Molecular biology research and community studies are low paying jobs while endoscopy is the cash cow. Therefore, I will not be surprised to see hepatologists doing luminal gastroenterology as well. That brings me to the basic question again, “Is our country ready to split erstwhile Gastroenterology into Hepatobiliary Science on one hand and Luminal Gastroenterology and Pancreatology on the other?”

Army Hospital is a rare public sector institute that was able to establish a deceased donor liver transplantation (DDLT) programme. It is virtually the only DDLT programme in a public sector institute in the whole country. The transplants done at other government sector hospitals can be counted on one’s fingertips. Majority of liver transplants in India are being done in the private sector and the public sector has a long way to go to catch up. And most if not all transplants done in private hospitals are living donor liver transplants (LDLT). Some transplant surgeons keep moving from hospital to hospital in search of numbers. Data from private institutes with transplant centers regarding survival and complications are yet to be published in peer-reviewed journals and there are often doubts expressed in some quarters about authenticity of claims made by ‘single surgeon’ experiences. There are many unconfirmed reports of a few donor deaths too, but such issues are never talked about in open fora for obvious reasons. The impression one gets at times is disturbing. Since the basic mantra of a corporate hospital is to generate profits, it is said that everything else can be arranged. This may range from convincing patients/relatives about indications of transplantation (only way to save patients life), down to having middlemen to attract medical tourism. A colleague of mine recently said, “Rs 25 lakhs (US $ 500,000) + donor is an indication for LDLT. And there are rumors that some centers may also arrange an unrelated ‘altruistic’ donor for an additional price”. At one time India was notorious for the sale of kidneys for transplantation. Despite enactment of ‘Brain Death and Organ Transplantation Act’, very few deceased donor kidney transplants are being done in private sector. One always fears similar dealings may be taking place in the field of liver transplantation. Dr. Susan Lim from Hong Kong, in an emotional talk (available at TED.com) spoke frankly about how one, in a pregnant state, was repeatedly asked to go to prison before sunrise, passing in front of cells of condemned prisoners, to retrieve organs from executed prisoners. She promoted the use of iPS cells (induced pluripotent stem cells) for transplantation to reduce the need for organ transplantation. In India, there seems to be general apathy towards change because everyone’s bread (or may be butter) depends on existing methods of working.

So in this set up, how can INASL improve things? Some initiatives have already been taken. INASL has undertaken the commitment of creating National Study groups or task forces to collate data from all major centers on common diseases seen in this country. A task force report on NAFLD and NASH is nearing completion, while that on Hepatitis B and C virus infection are underway. Hepatocellular carcinoma is another area that will be targeted soon. Some major centers do hold back information but that has not stopped INASL from going ahead. INASL is already conducting one annual and 4-5 single theme educational meetings which have international faculty and attendance. We are also moving towards professional management of our conferences and our society. This will spare the key functionaries from mundane task of dealing with administrative aspects of management and allow them to devote more time to scientific work.

So far INASL as a society has done little to promote organ donation in India and this is another area of concern. The need for a central liver transplant registry and transparency has been felt by many in recent years. INASL, through advocacy with Government, can get all liver transplant centers on board both for promoting transparency in organ sharing and research on various aspects of liver transplantation. The society also needs to provide support to the public sector government hospitals to catch up in the field of liver transplant services.

There are many ways that INASL can support indigenous research. The society may create a Research Foundation to encourage conduct of workshops in subjects such as research methodology, tools of molecular research and clinical epidemiology. Building capital to sponsor research and to encourage small, individual players, setting national priorities and identifying thrust areas, developing ability
for multi-centric data collection and conducting such research projects are other areas that we need to work on. As a society, one can advocate with research bodies for sponsoring multi-centric projects and set targets to increase output and quality. Some of the basic subjects such as estimation of disease burden in India, creation of practice guidelines with an Indian perspective on various liver diseases and taking up a guiding role in State and National initiatives in Hepatology-related matters are other areas we need to focus on. In developing countries like India, most technological advances, which are inherently expensive, are beyond the reach of the common man. We need different and innovative approaches to tackle our problems and sharpen our focus on preventive strategies. And INASL is our best bet to move in that direction.

Among the Hepatologists in India, we have some of the most influential personalities but our track record in promoting good Hepatology practice in India, creating awareness about liver diseases among the lay public and in promoting need based research has been less than ideal. INASL could appoint an advocacy committee to oversee these aspects. We still have not been able to convince all the state governments to include Hepatitis B vaccine in their extended immunization schedule. We still see more advertisements about ‘liquor brands’ than we see about ill effects of alcohol or drunken driving in the lay press. We need to rise to the task of advocating and implementing policies with support of government because our primary goal are similar i.e. the health of our people. Even on the education front, we need to achieve clarity on the scope and syllabi of two closely related branches of Medicine such as Hepatology and Gastroenterology.

The father of our Nation, Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi once said, "Be the CHANGE that you wish to see". We, as a society of professionals need to motivate ourselves to face the needs of the people of our country and for that a lot needs to be done. Hepatology in India is like a wild stallion raring to go. It remains to be seen if INASL can take the reins and give it a direction!
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